2016 FC Winter Term Study Away Courses

ENGLAND: 1960s and the Beatles
–led by Lourdes Hurtado and Linda Airey

The students in this course will be studying the cultural, economic and political effects of the rise of the Beatlemania in England and around the world throughout the 1960s. As part of our class, we will conduct visits to several historic sites in London, Liverpool, Newcastle and Scotland that will allow students to understand the historical and social events that favored the rise of a rebel youth culture in England in the late 1950s.

GERMANY: The Holocaust
–led by David Chandler and Meredith Clark-Wiltz

This study abroad course will be anchored in Berlin and Prague. Students will examine the Holocaust in Europe from 1933-1945. What were the realities, the roots, the important and difficult questions that stem from the Holocaust? In conjunction with analyzing historical, literary, religious, and artistic materials, students will visit significant historic and cultural sites related to the Holocaust. Some of the sites will include historic Jewish Quarters (Prague and Berlin), Jewish ghettos (Krakow and Berlin), transition camps (Terezin), work/killing camps (Auschwitz/Birkenau), and commemorative sites (Lidice, Jewish Museum and Topography of Terror in Berlin, Courtroom for Nuremberg Trials).

JAPAN: Science and Culture of Japan
–led by Fumie Sunahori and Dale Rebhorn

Discover Japan: Science and Culture in Japan is designed to provide students opportunities to explore various aspects of science and culture in Japan through lectures, discussions, factory/museum/temple tours, and workshops. Throughout the course, students will learn Japanese culture, which shows both traditional practices and latest technologies coexist, and compare what they feel, learn, and observe with American culture and tradition. Students will stay mostly in the Tokyo area, but will also travel to Nagoya, Kyoto, and Hiroshima.

Applications available in the Office of Global Education, Old Main 148

Applications Due: March 15

International courses have a course fee of $4,000 which includes:
- Flight
- Accommodation
- Meals
- Group activities
- Three credit hours
- Travel insurance
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